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Abstract: The authors present a new routing 
model for over-the-cell channel routing. A graph 
theoretical algorithm is then proposed to solve 
the new problem. The algorithm has a complexity 
of O(nk2), where n is the number of nets and k is 
the number of columns in the channel. It 
achieved a routing area reduction of 71.5% for 
the PRIMARY 1 benchmark example from 
MCNC, using three-layer over-the-cell routing. 
To resolve a sub-problem, the authors also 
present an O(mv) algorithm to find the maximum 
weight independent chord set in a circle graph 
with m chords incident to v vertices, where two 
chords may share a common vertex. 

1 Introduction 

One of the final steps in the physical design of a VLSI 
circuit is the interconnecting of the netlist. In the case 
of a design style using standard cells, this task appears 
as the channel routing problem (CRP), in which the 
routing of the netlist is performed in a rectilinear 
region between two rows of standard cells. It is prefer- 
able to reduce the channel height, thus reducing the 
total chip area. As circuits becomes more complex 
nowadays, more layers of interconnection materials 
have to be employed. Some of the more advanced IC 
products in the industry use more than four metal lay- 
ers for interconnections. 

With the added layers, it is now possible to route 
some of the netlist over the standard cells. This type of 
routing is classified as the ‘over-the-cell channel routing 
problem’ (OTC-CRP). Fig. 1 shows an example of an 
OTC-CRP. This problem has been studied rather 
extensively recently [1-161. Previous works showed a 
reduction of routing area of up to 40% by employing 
this routing technique on standard cell layout design. 
In this paper, we present a new routing model to 
extend the routing capacity over the cell. We presented 
this new model previously, in [17] [Note 11, with an 
heuristic algorithm to solve the problem. However, the 
algorithm appeared to be rather ad-hoc. We shall 
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present a new graph theoretical algorithm in this paper 
to solve the problem. 

feedthrough 

Fig. 1 
0 Metal 1 

Metal 2 

Exumple of an OTC-CRP and its symbolic representation 

Our research is motivated by the technology that 
allows circuits to have stacked active layers, sand- 
wiched by improved insulating layers. As pointed out 
in [18], this structure not only improves the packing 
density but also reduces power consumption and 
improves high speed performance. A stacked structure 
is also possible for terminals along the edges of a 
standard cell. We call such structures ‘constrained ter- 
minals’. Traditional channel routing approaches 
assume that each terminal on the cell edge is a through 
structure such that the net terminal is available on 
every routing layer. This is unnecessary, as we can 
assign the connection layer of each net and separate it 
from the above layers with insulating material. We 
illustrate this new routing model in Fig. 2, which com- 
pares the physical model of a conventional terminal 
and a constrained terminal. 

feedthrough independent terminals, 
terminal structure may belongto different nets 

metal3 metal3 

oxide oxid 

( standard cell I, ( standard cell I, 
I Y - 

a b 
Fig. 2 Traditional and constrained terminal structure 
a Traditional, b Constrained 

Referring to Fig. 2, it is obvious that if we assign a 
net to be connected at the lower routing layers, the 
upper ones at the terminal position become available 
for other netlist connections. From another point of 
view, by constraining the connection layer of a net 
terminal, we can make it ‘vacant’ at the upper routing 
layers. We call such an induced ‘vacant terminal’ a 
Note 1: There was a typographical error in [17] 
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semi-vacant terminal. As illustrated in a number of 
research works [lo, 11, 14, 161, the presence of vacant 
terminals will increase the number of net segments 
routable over the standard cells. The introduction of 
semi-vacants will obviously augment the number of net 
segments routed over the cells. As a result, the 
application of this new routing model can reduce the 
channel height (and thus the total chip area) even 
further. 

Our algorithm first finds a set of candidates for the 
OTC routing then, making use of a maximum weight 
independent chord set algorithm, we select the most 
suitable ones and assign them over the cells. At the 
end, those net segments not routed in the OTC routing 
phase will be routed in the channel by a conventional 
channel routing algorithm. 

2 

Over the years, a number of routing models have been 
proposed for over-the-cell (OTC) channel routing. For 
instance, the horizontally connected vertically divided 
(HCVD) model, the horizontally connected vertically 
connected (HCVC) model and the horizontally divided 
vertically connected (HDVC) model proposed in [l], 
the centre terminal model (CTM) proposed in [4], the 
middle terminal model (MTM) proposed in [SI and the 
target based cell model (TBC) presented in [6]. Each of 
the models needs a tailored algorithm to solve the rout- 
ing problem. In this paper we present a new routing 
model to improve routing efficiency over the standard 
cells. 

Our new model is similar to the traditional HCVD 
model. We assume the intra-cell connections are done 
in the polysilicon and the first metal (Ml) layer. The 
feedthroughs are made in the MI layer too. The power 
and ground lines are laid in the second metal ( M 2 )  
layer along the centre of the area over the standard 
cells. These divide the OTC area into two halves. The 
OTC area in the third metal ( M 3 )  layer is not divided, 
but for simplicity we split it into two halves like the M 2  
layer (see Fig. 1). As the area over the standard cells is 
limited by the cell height, we assume that we can route 
six tracks on the M2 layer, and seven tracks on the M 3  
layer. The main difference between our model and the 
traditional one is the way nets are connected to the 
standard cells at the terminal positions. 

Physical model of constrained terminals 

metai 3 

(standard cel l  I/ ( standard cell I/ ( standardcell 

a b c 
Fig. 3 Three possible ways a constrained terminal is connected 

Fig. 3 shows three possible ways a constrained 
terminal can be connected. As mentioned earlier, the 
traditional channel routing approaches assume that 
each terminal on the cell edge is a through structure 
and the net terminal on the cell can be connected to the 
channel on any of the routing layers (similar to Fig. 
3c). Obviously, if a net terminal is not connected to the 
OTC area (Figs. 3a and b), i.e. it is connected directly 
to the channel region, the upper metal layers may be 
treated as ‘vacant’ and we allow OTC routing to run 
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through them. Note that a net is always available on 
M1, but is available on M2 or M3 only if the router 
has chosen to connect the net in such a way. When a 
net is connected in a lower metal layer, the upper metal 
layer(s) will be available for OTC routing. This poses a 
new channel routing problem which we call the 
constrained terminals over-the-cell channel routing 
problem (CTOTC-CRP). The OTC-CRP discussed in 
the previous research works are in fact a special case of 
the CTOTC-CRP. Since OTC-CRP is .”-hard [19], so 
is the CTOTC-CRP. 

Over the standard cell area, vias may or may not be 
allowed, depending on the fabrication technology used. 
It has been observed [14, 171 that vias may make the 
OTC routing very flexible. In this paper, however, we 
assume vias are not allowed and thus have to constrain 
ourselves to planar routing on the OTC area. In the 
channel region, we adopt the HVHV routing model, 
using the polysilicon, M1, M2 and M 3  layers (also 
known as the three and a half reserved layer model). 

3 Algorithm 

We call our algorithm the ‘planar constrained terminals 
over-the-cell’ (PCTOTC) router. It treats a multi-termi- 
nal net as adjacent two-terminal net segments. From 
the set of net segments, it chooses a maximum weight 
independent subset and routes them over the cells. As 
PCTOTC relies heavily 011 a maximum weight inde- 
pendent chord set algorithm, we shall discuss the algo- 
rithm separately in the following Section. 

3. I Maximum weight independent chord set 
with chords sharing common vertices 
As pointed out in [2], the selection of two-terminal net 
segments to be routed on one side of the OTC areas 
can be formulated as a selection of independent chord 
sets in a circle graph. The authors select the maximum 
independent chord set as a solution for the problem. 
This can be solved in Q(n2) [2O], where n is the number 
of chords in the circle graph. The multi-terminal nets 
can be transformed into two-terminal nets in Q(c2), 
where c is the number of columns in the channel, and 
then be solved with the previous algorithm. Holmes et  
al. [IO] used a weighted version of the maximum inde- 
pendent chord set and employed vacant abutments (to 
be discussed in the next Section) to achieve even better 
results. 

Note that the dynamic programming algorithm 
employed by the aforementioned research only works 
for the case when no two chords on the circle share a 
common vertex. We shall demonstrate that such a con- 
sideration is necessary in solving the CTOTC-CRP. 
Cong [2] and Liu et  al. [21] suggested that the problem 
with common chords can be solved in Q(n3) using the 
dynamic programming approach. Chang et al. [22], 
however, have presented an O(mv) algorithm to find a 
maximum independent set of m chords which are inci- 
dent to v vertices in a circle. We shall present a similar 
algorithm to find a maximum weight independent 
chord set (MWICS) on a circle graph, i.e. to solve a 
problem when each of the chords is given a weight. 
Here we assume the chord set is given in C, and vII is a 
chord with vertices at i and j .  We denote the weight of 
the chord vII by W(i, j )  and the sum of the independent 
chords between vertices i and j by IMWICS’(i, j)l. 

We also implement a linked adjacent matrix (similar 
to [22]), which is an upper-triangle matrix, to speed up 
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Algorithm MWICS 
FOR j t 2 TO n DO 
BEGIN 

F O R i c l T O j - l D O  
FOREACH k such that vkj E c or vjk E c 

I F i < k < j -  1 and 

THEN MWICS(i, j )  t MWICS(i, k - 1 )  U { v i i }  U MWZCS(k + 1, j - 1 )  
ELSE MWICS(i, j ]  c MWICS(i, j - 1)  

IMWICS(i, k - 1)1 + W(i,j)  + IMWICS(k + 1,j - 1)1 > /MWICS(i, j - 11 

END. 
Fig.4 Maximum weight independent chord set (MWICS) algorithm 

the search in the FOREACH inner-loop. Each pointer 
points to the next '1' down the column, thus giving the 
next adjacent vertex in linear time. This adjacent 
matrix can be constructed in O(n2). Fig. 5 gives an 
example to illustrate the linked adjacent matrix. The 
example also shows how a one-sided planar routing on 
the OTC area can be formulated to find the maximum 
independent set on a circle graph as mentioned earlier. 
Without short-circuiting any of the different nets, we 
may choose the set { v I 5 ,  v24} for a maximum number of 
segments but have to choose { v ~ ~ }  for a maximum 
weight. This algorithm has the same complexity as 
O(mv), where m and v are the number of chords and 
the number of vertices in the given circle graph. Read- 
ers are encouraged to refer to [22] for the proof which 
is applicable here. 

II II II 

4 L . J . l - I  

\1.5 111 I 

- 
Fig. 5 Linked adj,cent matrix for a weighted circle graph 

type -1 type - 2 
'1 
I - '. l i  

type - 3 

a b 
Fig. 6 n r e e  types of OTC routing candidates 

3.2 
We classify all our considered OTC routing candidates 
into three types, as shown in Fig. 6. The symmetrical 
equivalence of the ones shown in the Figure (especially 
for type 2 and type 3) are also considered. In short, the 
candidates are classified such that a type 1 candidate 
has a net segment routable on one side of the OTC 

Types of OTC routing candidates 
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areas; a type 2 candidate has a net segment routable on 
either side of the OTC areas; and a type 3 candidate 
has a net segment to be routed on each side of the 
OTC areas. We denote the candidate sets of each type 
as SI, SI1 and SI I I ,  respectively. 

All the OTC routing candidates can be found in 
O(k2), where k is the number of column in the channel 
(i.e. the width of the channel). After finding all the can- 
didates, we shall choose amongst them a maximum 
weight independent subset and route them over the 
standard cells. The weight assignment and the overall 
PCTOTC algorithm will be described in subsequent 
Sections. We shall further examine the type 3 candi- 
dates. 

Since the MWICS algorithm can only consider candi- 
dates on one OTC area at a time, the algorithm will 
make an erroneous choice in cases like the one shown 
shown in Fig. 7 (note that in order not to complicate 
the figure, the type 3b candidates of net 1 and 3 are not 
shown). In particular, when considering the circle 
graph formed by the net segments on the top OTC area 
(i.e. net 1, 2 and 3) ,  though the type 3 candidates of net 
1 and 3 seem independent, they cannot be chosen at the 
same time, as they intersect each other on the bottom 
OTC area. Holmes et al. [19] refer to this problem as 
the vacant abutment assignment problem, and showed 
that this optimisation problem is NP-complete. They 
handled this by defining three necessary conditions and 
applied a greedy approach to obtain an independent 
subset of candidates in S I I p  Their approach actually 
assigns a vacant column to only one candidate, heuris- 
tically, at the initial stage, and as a result, their algo- 
rithm deviates even further from the optimum. 

-TOP 

2 1  OTT7 n n nn 
I 0 2 2 0 3 3  - 

L O 3 1 0  L Q  Lw O 
Fig.7 Choosingfiorn type 3 candidates 

Formally, we shall denote the set of type 3 candi- 
dates, SI11 = {(S$fp,  Sfif')/ 1 s i s p } ,  where S$fp and 
Sfif' are the net segments of the ith candidate on the 
top and bottom OTC area, respectively, and p is the 
total number of type 3 candidates. We shall derive two 

Sgf" is independent of Sgf" if i z j ,  1 I i, j I p }  and 
S$q' = { (S&fp,  SgfT)I Sk fp  is independent of S & r  
if i z j ,  1 I i, j I p } .  It is obviously advantageous to 

subsets from SI I I ,  namely SgPp = { ( S K  % f T ) I  
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have a set with maximum weight for each subset. They 
can be achieved with the following equations: 

For the sake of conciseness, in the above equations 
(and from now on) we assume MWICS(.) returns the 
maximum weight candidate set rather than the chord 
set. Nevertheless, the mapping between the chord and 
the corresponding candidate is trivial. Note that S J y P  
n SipT # izr. Fig. 7 gives an example of obtaining the 
two subsets. Likewise. we divide S ,  into two disioint 
sets STOP and S,PoT, i:e., SI = S,TopxU SIBoT and i F o p  
n sFoT = 0. 

Another issue concerns searching for type 3b candi- 
dates. Since this type of candidate takes up OTC rout- 
ing capacity outside the span of the net segment, it is 
not desirable to have too many of them. This fact is 
also taken care of in our weight assignment function, 
Assign Weight(.), which will be described in the next 
Section. Certainly Assign Weight(.) must be called 
before applying eqns. 1 and 2. In our implementation, 
we have a parameter, SEARCHLENGTH, to limit the 
search range for a vacant column left and right of the 
net interval. This will also reduce the actual run-time. 

3.3 Weighting function 
In the selection of candidates for the OTC routing, we 
use a weighting function to determine the order of 
merit for a candidate, ci. This weighting function com- 
prises four weights as listed below: 

(4) 

(5) 

The weights in eqns. 3 and 4 are taken from our pre- 
vious work [16]. For a given channel, eqn. 3 considers 
the length of the longest path in the vertical constraint 
graph (VCG), LVc. 1, is the relative position of the can- 
didate net in the longest path, and 1, is the length of the 
longest path. eqn. 4 considers the modified horizontal 
constraint graph (MHCG), Gmh = (V‘, Emh), of the 
channel. Here, v, represents the net segment of e, in the 
MHCG, and d(v,, Gmh) is the degree of vertex v, in the 
undirected graph Gmh. Readers can refer to [16] for a 
detailed discussion on these two weights and the rele- 
vant definitions. 

Eqn. 5 considers the average local density over the 
span of the cl, where dJ is the local density at columnj 
in the given channel, r /  and r: are the left and right 
column of c,, and do is the channel density. w4 adds 
weight for the consideration of the span of c, and if it is 
of type 3, as mentioned in Section 3.2, a penalty is 
given for the exceeding span beyond the net interval of 
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c,. e, is the exceeding span, either on the left or right, 
and k is the width of the channel. The weighting func- 
tion implemented in the Assign Weight(.) function is 
given below. 

where C1, C2, C3 and C4 are four constants which may 
be adjusted to suit different channel routing algorithm 
applied after the OTC routing. 

F(G) = c1 . w1 + CZf w2 + c3 . w3 + c4 . w4 (7) 

Algorithm PCTOTC 
FOR layer t 1 TO MAXLAYER DO 
BEGIN 

Candidates t Findcandidate( ); 
Assign Weight (Candidates) ; 
tmp t MWICS(STop U S,,); 
SI t tmp U MWICS((SBo, U SI/) 8 tmp) 

S2 t tmp U MWICS((STop U Sf f )  9 tmp) 
I F  W(SI)  > W(S2) T H E N  Xlayer] t SI 
ELSE qlayer] t S, 
PlanarRoute( S[layer] ); 
RouteFreeCandidates( Xlayer] ); 
UpduteGraph( ); 

Fig.8 Stanmavy of the PCTOTCalgorithm 

tmp t MWICS(SB0, U SI/); 

END. 

3.4 PCTOTC algorithm 
Our algorithm PCTOTC can be summarised in Fig. 8. 
To begin with, it scans the channel for OTC routing 
candidates according to the types shown in Fig. 6. For 
type 3 candidates, we apply eqns. 1 and 2 to get S&Yp 
and SgyT, respectively. Then we obtain the two fol- 
lowing sets of candidates for applying the MWICS(,) 
algorithm. 

(9) 
BOT = sIBoT U SI,, 

To reiterate, since the MWICS(.) can only ensure the 
independence of the chords on one of the OTC areas at 
a time, we need to determine the set of chords (STOP 
and SBoT) for the algorithm to enumerate the set of 
maximum weight candidates which are independent on 
both OTC areas. The advantage of this approach is 
that vacant terminals need not be assigned to the nets 
at too early a stage. Besides, the conversion of multi- 
terminal nets, as in [2], is avoided. 

The Assign Weight(.) function is then applied to give 
an order of preference to each OTC routing candidate. 
Two possible solution sets, SI and S,, are determined 
using the MWICS(.) function, as shown in Fig. 8. The 
one with a higher total weight (given by W(.)) will be 
selected. The ‘9’ operator denotes a special set subtrac- 
tion, in which the conflicting members will be excluded. 
As a result, not only the repeated ( S I I )  candidates are 
excluded but those minuend candidates which intersect 
with the subtrahend (S I I I )  candidates are excluded too. 

The selected candidates are then routed on the OTC 
area followed by the routing of the free candidates. 
These are the adjacent candidates which are not 
selected by the MWICS( )  algorithm. For instance, in 
Fig. 7, the net 3 candidates on the top right corner 
may not be selected initially. However, it does not 
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cause any design rule error to route it OTC too. 
Fortunately, there are not many adjacent candidates 
like these. The adjacent candidates of the same net 
must belong to a multi-terminal net, and it is known 
that in practical industrial examples, a multi-terminal 
net in a channel usually only has an average of three or 
four net segments. The free candidates are routed using 
a greedy approach. After the selected candidates are 
routed OTC, they are removed from the the graph 
representing the remaining net segments and hence will 
not be considered further. The column densities as well 
as the channel density of the remaining channel are 
updated too. Another important task is to label the 
terminals just routed to be semi-vacant so that they can 
be used for OTC routing on the upper metal layer. 
These are performed in the UpduteGraph(.) step. The 
algorithm then proceeds to the next layer and does 
likewise. At the end of the OTC routing, some net 
segments may remain not connected. They are then 
routed using a conventional channel routing algorithm. 

The above OTC net segment selection is in fact a 
problem of finding 4 maximum weight independent 
chord sets on a circle graph. It is known that this prob- 
lem is NP-complete [23]. Our algorithm is an approxi- 
mation algorithm which is able to obtain results at 
least 51% of the optimal solution. The proof shall be 
omitted here for the sake of brevity. The run time of 
the algorithm is bounded by MWICS(.) which is in 
O(mv), where m and v are the number of chords and 
the number of vertices in the given circle, respectively. 
It is easy to verify that in our application, m 5 nk and v 
5 k where n is the number of nets and k is the number 
of columns (i.e. the channel width) in the given chan- 
nel. Hence our algorithm has a complexity of O(nk2). 

4 Experimental results 

To verify the efficiency of the PCTOTC algorithm, we 
conducted experiments on various benchmark exam- 
ples, including the PRIMARY 1 example from MCNC. 
Our results are presented in Table 1. The results 
obtained by other algorithms are also listed for com- 
parison. In our implementation, we assume vias are not 
permitted on the area over the standard cells and there 
are only six OTC tracks on the M2 layer and seven 
OTC tracks on the M3 layer. 

The Greedy channel router [24] is a conventional 
channel routing algorithm not using the OTC routing. 
The WILMA algorithm [13] makes use of 45" routing 
segments on the OTC areas. 0 - V and 0 + V [I  11 are 
the improved algorithms from the same authors for 
two OTC layers, with and without vias, respectively. 
All the aforementioned algorithms deal with the con- 
ventional OTC-CRP. HERO [16], which belongs to the 
same class and has obtained the best result. The 
CTOTC [17] solves the CTOTC-CRP, though in a 
rather ad hoc manner. Note, however, that CTOTC 
allows vias over the standard cells. As shown, our algo- 
rithm is able to obtain a channel height reduction of 
71.5% when compared to Greedy. 

To make further comparison with the CTOTC [17] 
router, we conducted experiments using other bench- 
mark examples, including the exl, ex3a, ex3b, ex3c, 
ex4b and ex5 examples from [25], the Deutsch's diffi- 
cult example, and the vegl, reg2 and reg3 examples 
taken from a register decoder circuit. Generally, these 
benchmark examples have less vacant terminals. Hence 
they pose as a more difficult benchmark for the rout- 
ers. The results are shown in Table 2. Our algorithm 
achieved an improvement of 18.4% compared to 
CTOTC [17]. 

Table 1: Comparison with other routers for PRIMARY 1 benchmark example 

Number of tracks 

Greedy [241 WILMA [I31 0-V [Ill O+V [Ill HERO [I61 CTOTC [I71 PCTOTC 
Channel 

1 6 2 1 2 1 0 0 
2 9 5 5 4 4 3 3 
3 1 1  6 6 5 5 5 5 
4 15 9 6 4 7 6 6 
5 1 1  7 6 4 5 4 4 
6 12 7 7 5 6 5 5 
7 14 5 4 5 4 5 4 
8 16 7 7 8 6 6 6 
9 13 6 6 6 5 5 4 
10 8 5 4 4 4 4% 3 
1 1  12 5 3 4 3 3 3 
12 8 4 3 3 4 2 2 
13 8 3 3 3 3 2 2 

14 7 4 3 4 3 0 1 
15 6 2 2 3 2 0 0 
16 6 2 2 3 2 1 1 
17 7 3 3 3 3 0 0 
18 3 1 0 1 0 0 0 
Total 172 83 71 71 67 51 49 
Improve,% - 51.7 58.7 58.7 61.0 70.3 71.5 
* There was a typographical error in [I71 
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Table 2: Comparison with CTOTC for other benchmark 
examples 

Example CTOTC [I71 PCTOTC 

Deutsch 
ex1 
ex3a 
ex3b 
ex3c 

ex4b 

ex5 
reg1 
reg2 
reg3 
Total 

7 

4 
4 
4 
7 

5 
5 
6 
4 
3 
49 

6 
3 

4 
4 

6 
4 

3 

4 
3 
3 
40 

5 Conclusions 

We have introduced a new over-the-cell routing model 
which produces a more efficient usage of the area over 
the standard cells. The new routing problem has been 
formulated as the constrained terminals over-the-cell 
channel routing problem. An algorithm in O(nk2) has 
been proposed to find a planar OTC routing solution, 
where n is the number of nets and k is the number of 
columns in the channel. The algorithm achieved a 
71.5% channel height reduction on the PRIMARY 1 
benchmark example from MCNC, as compared to the 
Greedy [24] traditional channel router which does not 
employ OTC routing. In order to resolve a sub-prob- 
lem, an O(mv) algorithm is also presented to determine 
the maximum weight independent chord set in a circle 
graph with m chords incident to v vertices, where two 
chords may share a common vertex. 
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